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Welcome!

Preston So (he/him) is a product architect and 
strategist, digital experience futurist, innovation 
lead, developer advocate, three-time SXSW 
speaker, and author of Voice Content and 
Usability (A Book Apart, 2021), Gatsby: The 
Definitive Guide (O'Reilly, 2021), and Decoupled 
Drupal in Practice (Apress, 2018).

He has been a programmer since 1999, a web 
developer and designer since 2001, a creative 
professional since 2004, a CMS architect since 
2007, and a voice designer since 2016.

A product leader at Oracle, Preston has led 
product, design, engineering, and innovation 
teams since 2015 at Acquia, Time Inc., and 
Gatsby. Preston is an editor at A List Apart, a 
columnist at CMSWire, and a contributor to 
Smashing Magazine and has delivered keynotes 
around the world in three languages. Preston is 
based in New York City, where he can often be 
found immersing himself in languages that are 
endangered or underserved.

preston.so    •    @prestonso    •    preston.so@oracle.com

https://preston.so/books/voice-content
https://preston.so/books/voice-content
https://preston.so/books/gatsby
https://preston.so/books/gatsby
https://preston.so/books/decoupled-drupal
https://preston.so/books/decoupled-drupal
https://alistapart.com/author/preston-so/
https://www.cmswire.com/author/preston-so/
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/author/preston-so/
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/author/preston-so/
https://preston.so/speaking
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Voice Content and Usability
Does your content speak for itself?

Voice content enriches how users interact 
with our copy, but it also poses vexing 
questions and dilemmas. Get the answers 
from A Book Apart’s first voice title, Voice 
Content and Usability. 

Preorder now!
preston.so/books/voice-content



Virtual on July 14-15, 2021!
Visit decoupleddays.com for 
more updates about tickets 
and accepted sessions.

FREE conference this year!
For our fifth anniversary and 
second virtual edition, tickets 
are FREE for the first time ever.

Follow us at @decoupleddays
Follow us on Twitter to stay 
updated on important 
announcements.

#decoupleddays   •   decoupleddays.com   •   @decoupleddays



What we'll cover

● What is headless CMS? A layperson’s introduction
● Omnichannel case studies in voice and other channels
● A new grand compromise in content management
● How to make the move from traditional to headless to omnichannel
● Experience orchestration, not experience management
● Epilogue: Digital experience orchestration in the real world



What is headless CMS?
A layperson’s introduction
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Think of Earth as one contiguous unit: a monolith.



Earth responds to requests from decoupled bases.

request

response



Headless CMSs serve consumer applications.

HTTP request

HTTP response



HTTP request

HTTP response

Headless CMS
Consumer 
application



APIs
mediate the communication between 
headless CMSs and arbitrary 
consumers: presentation layers



Headless CMSs
enforce a clean distinction between 
data and where that data ends up:
the separation of concerns



For developers
headless CMS offers the promise of 
front-end freedom



For content teams
headless CMS offers the promise of 
omnichannel delivery



Traditional (monolithic): Only a built-in CMS presentation layer

Content management system

Database
(data)

CMS front end 
(presentation)

Monolithic CMS separation of concerns



Headless: No built-in front end; only APIs for consumers

JavaScript application consumerContent management system

CMS 
APIs
(data)

Mobile application consumer

Voice interface consumer

Augmented reality interface consumer

Headless CMS separation of concerns

Database
(data)

CMS front end 
(presentation)



Hybrid-headless: Both a built-in front end and APIs for consumers

JavaScript application consumer
(presentation)

Content management system

Database
(data)

CMS front end 
(presentation)

CMS 
APIs
(data)

Mobile application consumer
(presentation)

Voice interface consumer
(presentation)

Augmented reality interface consumer
(presentation)

Headless CMS separation of concerns



But are headless CMSs truly 
optimal for omnichannel needs?
Or are content teams now 
disenfranchised?



Developers

Designers
Content editors

The incongruity of content management today

Websites Responsive

Digital signage

Wearables

Set-top boxes

Augmented reality

Conversational

Mobile



Content and editorial teams want
control over non-web experiences



The CMS has always been built on
an uneasy alliance between personas



Not all CMS personas are
treated equal anymore



This is the fundamental problem
facing content management today



The “headless CMS” is intended
to be a solution for the channel 
explosion’s challenges



Has the “headless CMS” truly
honored that moonshot mission?



Omnichannel case studies in
voice and other channels
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Real-time 
countdown clocks
Hundreds of signs across the 
MTA subway system

Real-time updates



Administered in a 
single CMS
Digital signage content 
managed per platform

Content managed in Drupal



Answering 
Georgians’ 
questions at home
Entirety of Georgia.gov FAQ 
content available through 
Amazon Alexa

Reinvented accessibility and 
content strategy approaches



Ask GeorgiaGov "popular topics" and "FAQs"



Structure of Ask GeorgiaGov content

Topic

What you should know



Structure of Ask GeorgiaGov content

Question

Answer

FAQ



We performed a first-ever
omnichannel content audit to ensure 
single-sourcing



Voice content audit for Ask GeorgiaGov



Like countless other editorial teams
Georgia could only manage one 
single source of truth for content



We audited for:
voice content legibility
voice content discoverability



Addressing links and calls to action

Before After

Medicaid has several programs that 
can help you and your family. Learn 
more about these programs.

Medicaid has several programs that 
can help you and your family.

For both the elderly and those with 
disabilities, waiver programs provide 
medical assistance within the 
comfort of a home- or 
community-based environment. 
Health professionals come to you to 
help you through recovery. Learn 
more about these programs.

For both the elderly and those with 
disabilities, waiver programs provide 
medical assistance within the 
comfort of a home- or 
community-based environment.

You can update the name on your 
passport by securely mailing your 
application and fee to the U.S. 
Department of State. Find out what 
you need to do before sending the 
application.

You can update the name on your 
passport by securely mailing your 
application and fee to the U.S. 
Department of State.



Addressing verbosity

Before After

The Georgia Lottery Corporation 
only raises money for the Georgia 
Pre-K and HOPE Scholarship 
programs; it does not administer 
those programs. Read more about 
the Pre-K Program and the HOPE 
Scholarship.

The Georgia Lottery Corporation 
only raises money for the Georgia 
Pre-K and HOPE Scholarship 
programs; it does not administer 
those programs.

Although the state provides a 
standard homestead exemption 
of $2,000 for your primary 
residence, some counties offer 
taxpayers even greater 
exemptions. Learn about these 
exemptions for your county.

Although the state provides a 
standard homestead exemption 
of $2,000 for your primary 
residence, some counties offer 
taxpayers even greater 
exemptions.



Addressing context and ambiguity

Before After

How do I submit an 
advertisement? (on “Subscribing 
to the Farmers & Consumers 
Market Bulletin” page) (“Which 
advertisement?”)

How do I submit an advertisement 
to the Farmers and Consumers 
Market Bulletin?

How long can I receive benefits? 
(on “Applying for Unemployment 
Benefits” page) (“Which 
benefits?”)

How long can I receive 
unemployment benefits?

How do I start my loan 
application? (on “Applying for 
Environmental Loans and Tax 
Credits” page) (“For which loan?”)

How do I start my environmental 
loan application?



Facilitating cross-channel interactions: sometimes compromise is best

Before After

See the differences between an 
LLC, Sole Proprietorship, and 
Corporation.

Not sure which business type 
meets your needs? Learn the 
differences between an LLC, Sole 
Proprietorship, and Corporation in 
the Georgia.gov blog.

Read about licensed practical 
nursing requirements and 
transferring a license from 
another state.

You’ll follow a different application 
process to get your nursing 
license depending on if and where 
you’ve been licensed before. The 
Georgia Secretary of State website 
provides licensed practical 
nursing requirements and 
licensed registered nursing 
requirements.



The only sustainable approach is
a single source of truth for content 
reused across channels



But how do we address issues like
the nuances and navigation of 
spoken—not written—content?
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Voice Content and Usability
Does your content speak for itself?

Voice content enriches how users interact 
with our copy, but it also poses vexing 
questions and dilemmas. Get the answers 
from A Book Apart’s first voice title, Voice 
Content and Usability. 

Preorder now!
preston.so/books/voice-content



A new grand compromise
in content management
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CMSs contend with many personas:
editors, content strategists, 
developers, designers



Consider all the responsibilities
content strategists, designers, and 
editors have today



DrupalCon Vienna 2017

The 
developer–
user axis

The 
marketer–
user axis
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The incongruity of CMS

D
ev

el
op

er
 e
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er
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nc

e

Content editor experience

User experience across all personas

Growth in 
number of 
channels

Headless CMS

Traditional CMS

Pressure 
from 
editorial 
needs



From web to omnichannel content

Inherent to the new idea of the “digital experience platform” is the notion of 
many, not one digital experience.

● Happy developer teams, unhappy content teams. Content must look 
different on every channel, but content teams currently have little to no 
control over channels beyond the web.

● Are rich content workflows dead? How do you preview a voice application 
or augmented reality interface? How do you move a content item from 
“draft” to “in review” so it can be previewed in digital signage or virtual 
reality?



Content management systems
must aim to restore the balance



How to make the move from
traditional to headless to 
omnichannel
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Prepare for omnichannel content by
unifying your content like Georgia 
and understanding your consumers



Neither headless nor monolithic CMS
is the silver bullet you need



CMS market bifurcation

M
an

ip
u

lab
ility

Editorial 
manipulability

Developer 
manipulability

Historic 
web-only 
CMS

Headless CMS Monolithic CMS
Market bifurcation

Market spread
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Market spread



Hybrid-headless will give way to
the distributed CMS



The distributed CMS

The distributed CMS maintains all the benefits of flexibility and manipulability 
for developers, designers, and content teams alike.

● Setup. Editors, designers, and developers alike can easily spin up new 
digital experiences, whether they’re websites, apps, voice apps, or XR apps.

● Integration. Editors, designers, and developers alike can integrate with 
other tools and services for design, content, and development.

● Orchestration. Editors, designers, and developers alike can leverage rich 
workflows for previewing and deploying content or code in their native 
toolsets, without interrupting each other’s work.



CMS market bifurcation
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CMS market bifurcation

M
an

ip
u

lab
ility

Editorial 
manipulability

Developer 
manipulability

The 
distributed 

CMS

Headless CMS Monolithic CMS
Market bifurcation

Market spread

Websites
Responsive

JavaScript
Digital signage

Voice interfaces
Chatbots

AR applications
VR applications



Tight coupling is no longer
the answer for CMS architectures



The challenge is how to ensure
content, design, and developer 
teams are all satisfied



We need something different:
a new grand compromise



Our new grand compromise
will involve novel workflows, 
novel approaches, and novel 
architectures



Experience orchestration, not
experience management
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Continuous production: CMSs orchestrate new states when content changes

Content management system

Database
(data)

CMS front end 
(preview)

Tightly coupled 
presentation layers
CMS controls deployment 
and provides in-context 
preview through tight 
coupling

CMS front end 
(published)

Distributed presentation 
layers
CMS triggers deployment 
and provides in-context 
preview through tight 
integration by orchestrating 
interactions

CMS CMS 
APIs

JavaScript consumer application

Preview 
website

(draft, in review)

Live website
(published)

triggers



Experience orchestration: CMSs provide rich content workflows for any consumer

JavaScript consumer

Preview website
(draft, in review)

Live website
(published)

CMS APIs
(data, 

orchestration)

Mobile app consumer (React Native)

Preview app
(draft, in review)

APK, IPA app
(App Store)

Virtual reality app consumer (Unity VR)

Preview app
(draft, in review)

Oculus app 
(Oculus Store)

Content 
management 

system



Epilogue: Digital experience
orchestration in the real world
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MTA’s content reuse in signage shows
orchestration, not micromanagement, 
is the answer



Ask GeorgiaGov’s voice content shows
orchestration, not micromanagement, 
is the answer



In the CMS’s early days,
developer teams and content 
teams found a middle ground



To enable the experiences of 
tomorrow and beyond,
we need to orchestrate, not 
micromanage, experiences



The CMS’s next challenge is to
restore the equilibrium



The CMS’s next challenge is to
restore the equilibrium
that first drove it to success



Resources

● “Digital experience orchestration and the problem of headless CMS preview”
(preston.so, April 28, 2021)

● “How the move from web CMS to DXP is fraying key social contracts”
(CMSWire, February 9, 2021)

● “Why we need a new grand compromise in content management systems”
(CMSWire, June 22, 2020)

● “Off to the digital experience races: The second CMS war is here”
(preston.so, February 4, 2020)

● “How the separation of concerns in content management systems is shifting”
(preston.so, January 14, 2020)

https://preston.so/writing/digital-experience-orchestration-and-the-problem-of-headless-cms-preview
https://www.cmswire.com/digital-experience/how-the-move-from-web-cms-to-dxp-is-fraying-key-social-contracts/
https://www.cmswire.com/web-cms/why-we-need-a-new-grand-compromise-in-content-management-systems/
https://preston.so/writing/off-to-the-digital-experience-races-the-second-cms-war-is-officially-here
https://preston.so/writing/how-the-separation-of-concerns-in-content-management-systems-is-shifting


Thank you!

Preston So (he/him) is a product architect and 
strategist, digital experience futurist, innovation 
lead, developer advocate, three-time SXSW 
speaker, and author of Voice Content and 
Usability (A Book Apart, 2021), Gatsby: The 
Definitive Guide (O'Reilly, 2021), and Decoupled 
Drupal in Practice (Apress, 2018).

He has been a programmer since 1999, a web 
developer and designer since 2001, a creative 
professional since 2004, a CMS architect since 
2007, and a voice designer since 2016.

A product leader at Oracle, Preston has led 
product, design, engineering, and innovation 
teams since 2015 at Acquia, Time Inc., and 
Gatsby. Preston is an editor at A List Apart, a 
columnist at CMSWire, and a contributor to 
Smashing Magazine and has delivered keynotes 
around the world in three languages. Preston is 
based in New York City, where he can often be 
found immersing himself in languages that are 
endangered or underserved.

preston.so    •    @prestonso    •    preston.so@oracle.com

https://preston.so/books/voice-content
https://preston.so/books/voice-content
https://preston.so/books/gatsby
https://preston.so/books/gatsby
https://preston.so/books/decoupled-drupal
https://preston.so/books/decoupled-drupal
https://alistapart.com/author/preston-so/
https://www.cmswire.com/author/preston-so/
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/author/preston-so/
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/author/preston-so/
https://preston.so/speaking
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Voice Content and Usability
Does your content speak for itself?

Voice content enriches how users interact 
with our copy, but it also poses vexing 
questions and dilemmas. Get the answers 
from A Book Apart’s first voice title, Voice 
Content and Usability. 

Preorder now!
preston.so/books/voice-content
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and accepted sessions.

FREE conference this year!
For our fifth anniversary and 
second virtual edition, tickets 
are FREE for the first time ever.

Follow us at @decoupleddays
Follow us on Twitter to stay 
updated on important 
announcements.

#decoupleddays   •   decoupleddays.com   •   @decoupleddays
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